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Abstract: Documentation of the utilization of trees among Turkic-speaking communities in Eastern
Turkestan is sparse. This article explores the Elaeagnus angustifolia L. which historically had numer-
ous functions and uses among Eastern Turkestani sedentary Muslims and which still plays an impor -
tant role in the day-to-day life of Uyghurs.

This tree, with the local name jigdä, provides a number of ecosystem services in the region, in-
cluding provisional (food, energy, raw materials), ornamental (healing), regulating (prevention of soil
erosion), and cultural (language expressions, toponyms). Several semi-domesticated or domesticated
tree species were cultivated in the locals’ orchards, while others were harvested in the wild. 

Its fruits were used as food and for preparing beverages, while some of its other parts were fed to
livestock, its timber and branches became materials for charcoal, handicrafts and construction, and it
also served a wide range of medicinal and cosmetic purposes. The abundance of proverbs, customs
and taboos related to the tree serves as an indication of the important role it played, and continues to
play, in the day-to-day life of the local population. With such a range of properties, the jigdä tree in-
deed qualified as a keystone species for the population of Eastern Turkistan.

Keywords: agriculture, ecosystem services, edible fruits, material culture, orchard, remedies, trees, 
Uyghur, wild harvest

1 Introduction
The cultivation and utilization of trees with edible fruits in central Eurasia is a topic that has received
little scholarly attention.  An interesting example of a local  tree widely utilized by the sedentary
Turkic-speaking Muslims of Eastern Turkestan (e.g. the contemporary Uyghur) is the oleaster tree,
Elaeagnus angustifolia L. (fam. Elaeagnaceae),1 also known as Jerusalem willow, Persian olive, Russian
olive or silverberry in English-language handbooks (Bartish & Swenson 2004: 135; Jeppsson 2008:
338). The oleaster is widely consumed as a nutritional plant (fruits), and in west and central Asia it is
renowned for its medicinal properties (Akgül & Akça 2020; Memariani et al. 2020: 51; Pieroni 2005:
36). However, the tree has many additional qualities that have also been exploited.

Information about the tree is recorded in many languages. While in German it is Oleaster, Wilde
Ölbaum,  Paradiesbaum,  and Silberbaum, in French it is l’olivier de Bohème,  arbre d’argent, and arbre
du paradis (Tonelli & Gallouin 2013: 541). In Russian it appears as Серебряное дерево, Оливное де-
рево, Масличное дерево, Маслина, Лохъ, Лоховина and Лоховникъ (Annenkov 1878: 148), and in

1 Synonyms  include  Elaeagnus  hortensis M.  Bieb.; Elaeagnus  hortensis var. orientalis (L.)  Loudon; Elaeagnus  in-
cana Lam.; Elaeagnus  inermis Mill.; Elaeagnus  orientalis L.; Elaeagnus  spinosa L.; Elaeagnus  umbellata Thunb.
(Liu et al. 2020: 287).
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Chinese it is known as 沙枣 sha zao (FOC 2007: 264). In Turkic languages, it has related names such
as iğde (Turkish),  iydə (Azeri), žide (Kazakh),  žiyde (Karakalpak),  žiyde (Kyrgyz),  žiyda (Uzbek), and
jigde (Modern Uyghur) (Dimitrieva 1972: 196; Hauenschild 2006: 26–27; Räsänen 1969: 202; Schwarz
1992: 962; Halk et al. 2006: 232).

The oleaster is also mentioned in historical sources, such as the sixteenth-century Babur-nâme,2 in
which it appears as čigdä (Hauenschild 2006: 58).3 Regarding the name, it should be noted that the
Torgut Mongol word jigd is almost identical to its Turkic variants (Khasbagan & Soyolt 2008). 

2 Babur-nâme is the famous Chagatay autobiography written by Ẓahīr ud Dīn Muḥammad Bābur (b.1483–d.1530),
who founded the Mughal dynasty (1526–1858) in northern India (Soucek 2006: 151–153). 

3 We have come across a number of spellings in the sources consulted for this study, such as jigdä, jigde, džighda,
djigda etc. (Jarring 1964: 96). For consistency, we have chosen to spell the word as jigdä. Note, however, that di-
rect quotations from Uyghur will retain the original spelling. Thus, in Latin transcriptions from Uyghur language
publications written with the Arabic script, we follow the Uyghur Latin Yéziqi, a widely employed system. Here, it
should be noted that e corresponds to [ɛ] ~ [ä], é corresponds to [e] and gh corresponds to [ɣ]. For example, in the
article we write jigde instead of jigdä. The same goes when referring to Schwarz’s material where we have used
the Uyghur Latin Yeziqi instead of the system employed by that author. The translations from Eastern Turki, Mod-
ern Uyghur and Uzbek sources in the present text have been made by Patrick Hällzon and Zulhayat Ötkür.
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Figure 1: An extraordinarily large oleaster tree, probably more than a century old, growing on the edge of a maize 
field in a mellow, sandy soil. This oleaster is a truly graceful ornamental tree, with its silvery, olive-like leaves, livened 
up in autumn by thousands of fruits, mostly orange or orange-red in color. Near Ism-sala, Chinese Turkestan. 7 
December 1910 (Photo: Frank N. Meyer, Arnold Collection, Hollis, Harvard University)
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2 Wild and cultivated tree
In Eastern Turkestan, the Elaeagnus angustifolia (jigdä) is an indigenous wild fruit tree. A thorny
bush or small tree, it is native to central Asia and adjacent areas, widely distributed over the whole
region (Sun & Lin 2010), see Fig. 1. The wide distribution of the plant is illustrated by the frequent
mention of it by a number of European travelers to the region. One of these was the Russian geogra-
pher Nikolay Przhevalsky, who observed it growing on rivers and canals in the Dzhungarian Desert,
at Dunhuang, by the Tarim River and in Chinese Turkestan (Bretschneider 1898: 988). Yet another in-
dication demonstrating the wide distribution and importance of the plant in its wild form is the fact
that in Eastern Turkestan it occurs as an element in a number of toponyms (Le Coq 1922b). For in-
stance, in the Lop Nor and Lower Tarim area, the name appears in locations such as Jigdä bulaq
‘Oleaster spring’, Jigdä geren ‘Oleaster hut’, Jigdä jasuk ‘Oleaster lagoon’, Jigdä kök ‘Oleaster ver-
dure’, and Jigdälik toqaj ‘Oleaster forest’ (Farquhar, Jarring & Norin 1967: 40; Jarring 1997: 210).

Aside from being found in the wild, the oleaster has also served throughout history as a domesti -
cated tree, widely cultivated in Eastern Turkestani orchards. It may have been domesticated at one
time as a native fruit tree in Eastern Turkestan. However, it is in fact still harvested in the region,
both in the wild and as a cultivated tree. (Katanov & Menges 1933: 106; Hoppe 1987: 249).

The German missionary Ludwig  Golomb, who lived in Eastern Turkestan between 1922–1939,
complements the picture of agriculture in the oases with a detailed description of fruit orchards and
their importance for food production and biodiversity in the region. While cherry and plum were the
most  common  species  in  the  orchards  of  the  Ili  valley,  the  oasis  farmers  in  the  Tarim  Basin
(Kashgaria)  cultivated  a  wide  variety  of  fruit  trees  in  their  gardens,  such  as  walnut,  mulberry,
pomegranate, and oleaster. Swedish missionaries working in the south made similar observations:

[T]he people pay great interest to flowers and gardening. With regard to the country’s natural condi-
tions, the fruit trees are well cared for and yield a good harvest. The most common fruits are apricots,
peaches,  nectarines,  grapes,  apples,  pears,  plums,  cherries,  pomegranates,  walnuts  and  mulberries.
(Svenska Missionsförbundets Yttre Mission 1926: 120)

Regarding the oleaster, Elaeagnus angustifolia, Golomb writes that it was a common trade product
under its local name,  jigdä (Golomb 1959: 74, 97).  Golomb’s observation is confirmed by historical
material, which reveals intense inter-oasis fruit-trading patterns that also include the jigdä:

Although most oases were autarkic in theory, there was a brisk inter-oasis trade, because different
oases grew different subspecies or different-quality produce. Thus, much of the fruit sold at the Kash-
gar market was imported from other oases: melons, grapes, peaches, apricots, dried fruits, jujube, jigdä,
and raisins were  brought  from Khotan;  walnuts  came from Qarghaliq;  pears  were imported from
Kucha; dried apricots and raisins came all the way from Andijan. Kashgar had the reputation of being
the leading fig producer. Although Kashgar did not grow its own pomegranates, pears and apples, the
pomegranates from Qarghaliq were considered better, and Yarkand grew a juicy type of apricot which
was not cultivated in Kashgar. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 95–96)

Continuities with the past are expressed in contemporary Uyghur-language material in which ref-
erences to the importance of fruits for the Uyghur are commonplace. This is true for both teaching
material in Uyghur-English as well as locally produced textbooks (cf. Hahn & Ibrahim 1991 for exam-
ples of dialogues dealing with fruits). In Xinjiang (Eastern Turkestan), the large oasis towns are gen-
erally associated with specific fruits grown there. For instance, a passage taken from an elementary
school Uyghur textbook from 2003 reveals how such notions are reproduced in teaching material
across Xinjiang. Here we learn that while Turpan is famous for its grapes, the nearby locality of
Pichan is known for its muskmelons (Cucumis melo L.) and Kucha for apricots (cf. Jarring 1986: 44;
Jarring 1998: 21; Yakup 2005: 160). Similarly, the best pears are said to come from the Korla area, figs
from Artush and pomegranates from Beshkérem, and so on (Sidiq 2003:129–130).

ORIENTALIA SUECANA 2022. Vol. 71. 40
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Figure 2: Voucher specimen of wild oleaster gathered at the Tarim Delta in the summer of 1900 by Sven 
Hedin, in the Herbarium of the Swedish Natural History Museum. He has written the local name jiggde on a 
label.
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Figure 3: Voucher specimen gathered by Nils Ambolt, 13 May 1933, in Qara-yantag, Taklamakan Desert. 
Herbarium of the Swedish Natural History Museum, S-GH-4588. Nils Ambolt recorded its local name as 
jigde, according to the label.
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The attachment to and identification with fruit cultivation appears to be firmly grounded in the
self-perception of the sedentary Turks of the region. To illustrate this relationship, we will provide
yet another example taken from an Uyghur-language textbook, in which a text dealing with day-to-
day Uyghur life points out that “the Uyghurs grow a number of fruits, such as apples, apricots, pears,
pomegranates, walnuts, figs and almonds. Thus, hardly an Uyghur Village is said to be without a fruit
orchard” (Metniyar 2001: 67). 

3 Research aim
Although many agriculturalists, economists, ethnographers and forestry researchers studying the im-
portance of trees (and other plants) emphasize the useful aspects of biodiversity (especially as food
and medicine), ethnobiological research shows that most pre-industrial societies stressed cultural, so-
cial and cognitive facets of the use of the surrounding vegetation. The context of interaction between
humans and trees has always been very complex (Balée 1994: 49–50; Krishnamurthy 2016: 26). Plants
were not just edible or non-edible, nor did they only provide wood and fuel. The relationship with
trees also included emotions, knowledge about their characteristics, physical properties and ecology,
myths,  personal stories and experiences,  sensorial  aspects such as color or smell,  and awareness
about the seasonal presence of trees in the landscape. Within this intricate relationship, naming was
also important (Balée 2013).

The aim of this essay is to review the historical use and economic importance of the oleaster tree in
Eastern Turkestan, although other aspects of  the interaction,  such as naming,  folk taxonomy, and
mythical relationship will be discussed. In short, we will focus on the bio-cultural domains that develop
in the interactions between human beings and this particular taxon (Svanberg et al. 2011: 191). The
article also aims to highlight the ecosystem services which the jigdä tree provides (Kremen 2005).

4 Material and Methods
Ethnobotany can  be  defined  as  the  study of  interrelations  between  humans  and plants  and the
environment in general, with special emphasis on practice, traditional knowledge and local culture
(Balick & Cox 1998: 3). This article is based on the literature mentioning the use of the E. angustifolia,
especially  late  nineteenth and  early  twentieth-century sources,  including ethnographical  records,
linguistic material,  travelogues,  Swedish missionary reports from Eastern Turkestan and adjacent
areas, and recordings in Eastern Turki and modern Uyghur. With regard to western sources,  the
Swedish missionary John Törnquist (1926) in particular provides valuable information on agriculture
and gardening among the Eastern Turki population, and several voucher specimens of E. angustifolia
from Eastern Turkestan are found in the Swedish Natural History Museum in Stockholm.

Regarding  local  sources,  Turkologist  Gunnar  Jarring  has  published  two important  papers  on
Eastern Turkistani agriculture. In the first of these, published in 1951 but recorded in 1935, appears an
interview with a 35-year-old peasant, one Maqsud Haji from the Guma region, (Jarring 1951). Almost
fifty years later, in 1998, Jarring published two texts recorded sometime between 1905–10 by two
local residents, Muhammad Ali Damollah and Abdu Vali Akhon, both from Kashgar (Jarring 1998: 7).
Both texts include valuable data about the agriculture among the oasis farmers in Kashgaria.

An especially important source of our knowledge of the medicinal use of E. angustifolia are the
many  manuscripts,  especially  on  medicinal  matters,  written  in  Eastern  Turki  and  collected  by
Swedish missionaries in southern Eastern Turkestan between 1892–1938, as well as contemporary
sources published in Uyghur. For more information about the Swedish enterprise in the region, see
Hultvall  (1981,  1987).  Information  about  jigdä has  also  been  gathered  through  interviews  with
Uyghurs in Sweden and Turkey.

ORIENTALIA SUECANA 2022. Vol. 71. 43
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Regarding  visual  material,  Swedish  missionaries  and  Western  explorers  took  a  number  of
photographs of local trees, including the  E. angustifolia. In this context the Dutch-American plant
hunter Frank N. Meyer (1875–1918)  should also be mentioned, who, on behalf of the  United States
Department of Agriculture, collected and photographed trees in Eastern Turkestan between 1910–
1911. Today, his photo collection is found in the Arnold Arboretum at Harvard University. We can
also mention the voucher specimens of  E. angustifolia gathered by Sven Hedin and Nils Amboldt,
preserved in the Swedish Natural History Museum in Stockholm, see Fig. 2–3.

5 Distribution and occurrence in gardens
Elaeagnus angustifolia is a deciduous plant of the Elaeagnacea family. It is a sturdy plant that reaches
a height of between 5 and 12 meters. The tree can survive in a wide variety of environmental condi-
tions, growing along the shores of rivers and lakes, on dry riverbeds and on mountains. In China, it
can be found in Gansu, Hebei, Henan, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Ningxia, Qinghai, Shaanxi, Shanxi,
and Xinjiang (Eastern Turkestan). The wild species is also found in Afghanistan, north-west India,
Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Pakistan, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, South-West Asia, East-
ern Europe, and it is naturalized in North America (FOC 2007: 264). Some related species of the same
plant genus can also be found in China Proper (Sun & Lin 2010), see Fig. 4.

Historically, in Eastern Turkestan and
elsewhere,  the oleaster tree and its fruit
have been used for a variety of purposes,
and  its  wild  fruits  have  been  gathered
and  used  over  a  vast  area  of  West,
Central and South Asia (Pieroni 2005: 36).
The  wide  distribution  of  the  plant  per-
haps  may explain  its  many names.  The
oleaster  is  widely  grown  for  its  fruit
known as ‘Persian olive,’ ‘Russian olive,’
and ‘Trebizond date.’ Local cultivars have
also  been  developed  (Akgül  &  Akça
2020).  Most  commonly,  the fruit  is  of  a
yellow or red color (Oqya 2019: 505). The
plant also produces a valuable gum and
useful timber and is used for land recla-
mation.  It  was  introduced  to  Central
Europe  as  early  as  the  seventeenth
century  and  is  used  today  as  an
ornamental tree growing in gardens, due
in particular to its beautiful silvery leaves
(Richard  2011:  147).  It  is  easy to  grow
even in poor soil and is drought-tolerant.
While appreciated as an ornamental plant
in many areas, it is also highly invasive in
southeastern Europe and North America
(Protopova et al. 2006).

Its historical importance is evidenced
by the fact  that the plant is referred to
several  times  in  the Bible  (Moldenke &
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Figure 4: Oleaster tree bordering a wheat field (Photo: John 
Törnqvist)
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Moldenke 1952: 97). As mentioned, the tree has been appreciated and utilized over a vast geographi-
cal  area.  For  example,  some  sources  point  out  that  the fruits,  known as  Trebizond  dates,  were
pounded and made into a kind of bread by the Arabs in the Middle East (Harrison 1964: 24). Other
sources mention that the black sap of the oleaster tree is still used by Assyrian Christians at Urmia
Lake as a sort of chewing gum (Khan 2016: 128). In central Eurasia, it has been used for a number of
purposes, including medicinal. In Kazakhstan, for instance, it has been used  as a thermostatic. The
leaves serve as an anti-inflammatory medicament for treating colds and fever, as a rinse for wounds
and oral diseases, and as poultices for rheumatic pain and gout. In other parts of central Asia such as
Tajikistan, it is reported that an infusion has been used as an antipyretic as well as in the treatment of
measles, diseases of the stomach and colitis. In the Khyber Pass, it has also been used for treating di-
arrhea (Liu et al. 2020: 290). Besides its medicinal properties, the oleaster leaves have also functioned
as a tea substitute, while the fruit is used to make flour, bread, confectionery, porridge, compotes,
pastries, syrup, and kvass. Besides food for human consumption, the leaves are also used as fodder
for sheep and goats (Liu et al. 2020: 290). Apart from provisional purposes, the species is also widely
grown as an ornamental and as a honey plant, while the gum is used for printing. It is suitable for
tanning leather and dyeing fabric brown and black. Its timber is used to make the underwater section
of bridges, musical instruments, carpentry, and for turning products (Liu et al. 2020: 290).

6 Phytonyms and Folk Taxonomy
As shown by Hauenschild (1994), jigdä has various meanings in Turkic. On the one hand it refers to
the Russian olive:  Elaeagnus angustifolia.  Secondly, it denotes the sea buckthorn,  Hippophae rham-
noides L., and thirdly a kind of jujube ʤigdε ~  jigde  (Raquette 1927: 80;  Jarring 1997: 209; Jarring
1998:69). Jujube is the Chinese date, Ziziphus jubube Mill., which is not native to central Asia, how-
ever (Hauenshield 2006: 27).

Forsyth (1878: 451) mentions three kinds of  jigdä in Khotan: Jigda,  Khaga jigda and  Kunkkisk
jigda. However, it is not certain if this refers to various species or cultivars. The somewhat scattered
historic accounts by westerners can be supplemented by a list from a contemporary Uyghur article
which details more than twenty different kinds of oleaster, all used for multiple purposes.  For a list of
different varieties of jigdä in modern Uyghur, see Table 1. This reflects a taxonomy of cultivars.

While some varieties such as the yemish jigde ‘sweet oleaster’ (Schwarz 1992: 326) are used for
human consumption, other types like qarγa jigdä,  qargha jigde ‘wild oleaster’ (Schwarz 1992: 326, cf.
Forsyth 1878 above) have been utilized for fattening livestock such as sheep and goats for the winter.
An indigenous account from Guma, recorded by Jarring, illustrates how common the oleaster tree
was in gardens across the region:

When the sheep have eaten off also the maize-stubble field they will feed them for ten or twenty days
on the last crop of luzerne. Then they will feed them on the leaves of trees. When the leaves have fin-
ished they will shake the crow-Oleaster trees, which stand round everybody’s gardens and feed them
on Oleaster-leaves or on the Oleaster-fruit. The sheep and goats that eat Oleaster-fruits will survive
(the winter) well. (Jarring 1951: 61)

We may note that some of the names recorded, such as aq jigdä ‘white oleaster’ (Scully 1880: 216),
appear in modern Uyghur as well. However, other names recorded in western sources such as travel-
ogues only bear slight resemblance to the contemporary terminology or do not appear at all. Thus,
qara jigdä ‘black oleaster’ as well as qara köz jigdä, also appear in modern sources, while qarƴa jigdä
‘crow oleaster’ (Jarring 1951: 61) appears as qagha jigde ‘wild oleaster (Schwarz 1992: 326). In a simi-
lar fashion, qizil jigda is written as qizil shaxliq jigde in modern Uyghur. Finally, bâgh djigda ‘djigda
de jardin’  described by the French traveler  Grenard does not appear at  all  in the contemporary
sources consulted for the present study (Grenard 1892: 177) (cf. Jarring  forthcoming). According to
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Scully (1880: 223)  qizil jigda ‘red oleaster’ refers to another species, Elaeagnus parviflora  Wall.,  a
mountainous scrub which is found in Afghanistan, over Himalaya (Nepal,  Bhutan) to SW China.
However, there is no record (according to FOC 2007: 251–270) of the species (sometimes called E. um-
bellata Thunberg) from Xinjiang. Therefore, we may assume that Scully is probably mistaken. The
only other species of the genus Elaeagnus known from Xinjiang, according to FOC 2007, is Elaeagnus
oxycarpa Schlechtendal. The record is complicated by the fact that  E.  oxycarpa is not an accepted
species by GBIF but regarded as synonymous with E. angustifolia. From an ethnobotanical point of
view, we have chosen to accept all jigdä in the region as referring to E. angustifola. In the folk taxon-
omy there are obviously many taxa of jigdä in the area.

Table 1: Different kinds of oleaster in Uyghur (Turdi 2013: 24)

Names Remarks

altun jigde ‘golden oleaster’

aq jigde ‘white oleaster’

aqu shaxliq jigde ‘white branched oleaster’

axun jigde ‘honorary oleaster’

charwa yem boghuz jigdesi ‘livestock 
forage oleaster’

‘Oleaster for animals’

chilge jigde ‘early ripening oleaster’

jaghdagh (qishliq) jigde ‘late maturing 
winter oleaster’

‘Eleagnus ebbing’

kumulek/kumilaq jigde ‘round oleaster’

nan jigde ‘bread oleaster; sour oleaster; 
sour narrow-leafed oleaster’

‘sour oleaster’ (Schwarz 1992: 326), ‘sour narrow-leafed oleaster’ 
(Schwarz 1992: 931)

qagha jigde ‘crow oleaster’ ‘wild oleaster’ (Schwarz 1992: 326)

qapaq jigde ‘eye-lid’ oleaster’ ‘large E. angustifolia’

qara köz jigde ‘black eye oleaster’

qizil shaxliq jigde ‘red branched oleaster’

qum jigde ‘sand oleaster’ 

sériq jigde ‘yellow oleaster’

soqmaq jigde ‘pathway oleaster’ The word soqmaq has several meanings. It can mean ‘path’ or 
‘passageway’, but also refers to a sort of sweet containing “walnut 
kernels and raisins” from the oasis town of Khotan. (Schwarz 1992: 
481)

teswir jigde ‘pictographic oleaster’

ulaq jigde ‘cattle oleaster’ The word ulaq has several meanings, including ‘joined’ and 
‘patched’ as well as ‘beast of burden’. However, we have chosen to 
translate the word as ‘cattle oleaster’ on account of Zulhayat 
Ötkür’s explanation of ulaq jigde as an “Oleaster for animals”.

uruqluq jigde ‘seed oleaster’

yémish jigde ‘sweet oleaster’ ‘sweet oleaster’ (Schwarz 1992: 326)

7 The oleaster tree: a sturdy survivor
Historical sources verify the wide distribution of the tree in Eastern Turkestan’s geography and re-
veal that during the early 1900s, the oleaster was one of the most common trees in East Turkestan.
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Bellér-Hann provides the following description, writing: “Scattered houses, oleaster trees, poplars and
fruit trees, as well as cultivated plots dominated the landscape alongside irrigation canals and small
ponds”  (Bellér-Hann 2008:102).  Another  traveler,  George  Henderson,  observed in Yarkand in  the
1880s that the silverthorn, Elaeagnus latifolia L., was widely cultivated as tall hedges (Henderson &
Hume 1873: 335). Archaeological findings in the region demonstrate the ancient use of its wood (Shen
et al. 2017).

Other more detailed sources verify this picture of the jigdä ‘oleaster’ tree leaving its mark on the
Kashgarian landscape. One especially detailed account is provided by the Swedish missionary John
Törnquist, who writes that during the cool evenings of May, the fragrance of the oleaster, Elaeagnus
angustifolia, also known as the Paradise tree, started to become noticeable; on such evenings, the
whole countryside was enveloped by its sweet fragrance stemming from small flowers of a green-
clad, pale yellow color.

The sun of the month of May burns – it does not smile in Kashgar – the acacias spread out their falling
white petals like a thin blanket of snow. Their wonderful fragrance starts to wane and slowly disap-
pears. This must signify a bitter lament during the cool evenings! But what is this? A soft breeze brings
us the fragrance of foliage. So do these grow in the wild and to such extent that their smell can be
brought with the wind from faraway? The fragrance increases each and every evening, and also the
heat of the day is filled by these sweet, soporific fumes.
It is the ornament of the land of Kashgar and it is this, which more than anything else, provides the
land with its unique characteristics that sends out its spring-like fragrance. The oleaster, the Paradise
tree, Elaeagnus angustifolia, is blooming. I love that tree. It is neither impressive with regard to shape
nor size, and during one’s first encounter with land and flora, it attracts little attention. But once one
has learned to observe a streak of beauty also in the Kashgarian country’s normally charmless unifor-
mity, at that point one also has come to learn, that jigda, by which name the tree is known in Kashgar-
ian, to a high degree contributes to this pleasure. To see the fields bordered by these modest trees with
their thin leaves and their peculiar bluish greenery, to see the roads overshadowed by its thick cage of
leaves, to sense its sweet foliage fragrance fly across the landscape of May – that is seeing Kashgar, and
that is to become drunk from its atmosphere. (Törnquist 1926: 159–160)

This may be compared with a similar description by the same author and in the same book: “The
fragrant foliage of the jigdä tree fills up the atmosphere of the cultivated lands!” (Törnquist 1926:168).

As we have pointed out, the jigdä tree was an integral part of the Kashgarian landscape. Records
point out that it was a sturdy tree possessing an ability to grow anywhere, also in salinized soil nor-
mally unsuitable for cultivation. Törnquist writes that it does not appear to parasitize on other plants
but instead can grow close to them without drawing resources away from them.

It is modest, also with regard to nutrition. It can grow along the roots of another tree without causing
it damage. It can grow in shady rows between the fields without becoming leaner. It can also live and
flourish in salty [soil] as well as in undrained marshlands where other [types of] trees languish away.
(Törnquist 1926: 160)

8 The jigdä in folklore and popular expressions
The jigdä has not only left its mark on the physical landscape of the region, it is also important in the
cognitive realm of the locals. Raquette provides an example of a moralizing story in which the jigdä is
mentioned several times, thus indicating that the tree was integral to the geography of the region
(Raquette 1909: 13, 29, 45–46). The many expressions, proverbs and stories referring to the tree indi-
cate how integrated the oleaster was and has been in local  collective imagery.  For example,  the
Uyghur saying jigde qaqish,  literally ‘to knock or shake oleaster’ has the meaning of trembling or
shivering, as exemplified in this sentence:
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hawa soghaq kéchiche jigde qéqip chiqtim
‘when it gets cold, I shiver all night long’ (Schwarz 1992: 326)

Yet another expression containing the word is bökige jigde salmaq, which means ‘to put oleaster in
one's cap (to hoodwink)’ (Schwarz 1992: 82). In fact, this type of folk literature reveals quite a few
things about Eastern Turkestani society, such as relations between the rich and the poor or gender at-
titudes.  Bellér-Hann (2008: 112), for example, writes that a “local source defined peasants’ work as
‘digging with the kätmän and planting and doing agricultural work’. A piece of oral tradition also ex-
tols the hoe as the symbol of the laboring classes.”

It could be that the inclusion of  jigdä in the poetry as the ‘poor man’s food’ juxtaposed with
bread, ‘the food of the rich’, is not merely accidental.

He who lies flat on his back [the rich one] eats bread loaf
He who hoes with a kätmän eats the fruit of the oleaster (Bellér-Hann 2008:112)

Another saying uses the jigdä as a metaphor for the unchanging realities of life. In other words, if
you are born into a certain class then you will always belong there.

Jigde yaghichi badir bolmas, déhqan balisi kadir bolmas.
As one cannot use wood from the oleaster  for building one’s house,  the child of a farmer can
never become a cadre. (See also Gulcalı 2018)

Related to the proverbial expression cited above is also the following, which speaks about
the inequality of life. Some have it all and never work while others have to work all the time for
no profit whatsoever. In short, those who work a lot get no reward while those who work less
receive better treatment.

ongda yatqanlar girde yer, ketmen chapqanlar jigde
[T]hose who lie idly on their backs eat bagels, those who hoe with their mattocks eat oleaster (while
some reap without sowing, others cannot get what they need). (Schwarz 1992: 326)

Yet another proverb reveals gender attitudes among the Uyghur. Among some Uyghurs there
exists  a notion that young girls  should not smell  the flowers of the  jigdä.  This notion is ex-
pressed in the popular saying jigde purap qaptu ‘she smells as jigde’, which is commonly used as
a passing comment for teenage girls (not boys) who have either fallen in love with someone or
to express that a girl spends an inappropriate amount of time in the company of boys (see Oqya
2019: 505–506).

9 Oleaster fruits as food
In autumn, the tree would bear a fruit containing a sandy pulp. According to Törnquist’s article, the
sandy pulp of the fruit is reflected in the Chinese terminology, since in that language the fruits are
known as sah ts’ao [sha zao], sand-dates. Just like the mulberries, they were a resource freely avail-
able to anyone in Eastern Turkestan. Both rich and poor were free to pick the fruit of the oleaster.
The fruit was thus considered the food of the poor and freely available to everyone (Ahlbert 1933:
25).

In its modesty, its flowers are almost unnoticeable. Lying deeply wedged in the leaf folds, with their
green-clad, pale yellow color; they attract only the lover's attention. In autumn small date-like fruits
ripen from the flowers, which belong to the order of nuts, despite being clad with sandy pulp. There -
fore, the Chinese call them sah ts’ao [sha zao], sand-dates. Just like the mulberries, these fruits are bird
free. One may pick and eat as much as one pleases to do. They are the cheapest of the country’s fruits.
(Törnquist 1926: 161)
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Regarding such ‘food of the poor’, it appears as if both the jigdä and the mulberry were treated
similarly since everyone was free to pick the fruit. References to this type of custom can also be
found in the literature of the region. In the publication The contest of the fruits: an Eastern Turki alle-
gory from 1936, Jarring provides an example of a literary genre popular in Eastern Turkestan and
other parts of Central Asia called munāẓarah. In the poem, a number of fruits appear and describe
their properties to one another in a sort of verbal battle. What is apparent is that a close reading of
this type of literature also provides important information from a historical and cultural perspective.
In other words, the poem contains certain passages describing socio-historical usages and indigenous
perceptions of the different fruits. Thus, in the discourse made by the peach over the mulberry’s
properties, the peach states: “No one buys you for money. The poor, the king and the beggar eat you.
Your windfalls are the food of asses. They throw you out so that the sparrows may eat you. Those
forced and compelled by hunger eat you” (Jarring 1936: 23).

If we take other sources in account, we understand that this is a reference to the fact that in East -
ern Turkestan the mulberry was food for anyone (just like the jigdä). It was planted on the roadsides
so that anyone who pleased, rich or poor, could eat it.

According to Sven Hedin, it was very common in Eastern Turkestan to utilize the oleaster as a
foodstuff. The local name he recorded was jiggde (i.e. jigdä) (Hällzon et al. 2019). As mentioned ear-
lier, there existed many types of  jigdä. Some of these were used for preparing food and beverages.
Hedin,  for example,  mentions a certain kind of  jigdä, the so-called  karghajigde (i.e.  qarγa jigdä), or
‘crowberry’,  which was used for making flour and was “highly esteemed along the Lower Tarim
River” people (Hedin 1904: 134; see also Raquette 1909: 29; Le Coq 1922a: 126; Katanov & Menges
1933: 106; Jarring 1964: 96; Jarring 1997: 356). Most certainly the flour which Hedin refers to is talqan⟨تالقان⟩, “a mixture of roasted grain and dried fruits of the Oleaster ground into flour” (Jarring 1964:
292). Hunters could pack that dish in goatskin pouches as a provision during hunting trips (Ross &
Wingate 1934: 39). According to Svanberg (1989: 156), the Kazakhs in Xinjiang also prepared a dish
called talqan, a sort of thick uncooked porridge made from wheat, butter, sugar and milk, reminiscent
of a similar dish made by the Tibetans called tsampa.

Other reports by westerners give similar indications. The German Explorer Albert von  Le Coq
(1911: 126) wrote that the oleaster had edible fruit, although was lacking in taste. In the Swedish ex-
plorer Hedin’s reports, we also learn that the Loptuq (Loplik) often ate the tasteless fruits  (Jarring
1946:35; Jarring  1997:  210).  The  Uyghur  ethnographer Abduréhim  Hebibulla  (1996:  45) writes
that that the main dishes among the Loptuq in the 1930s consisted of meat and fish together with the
pulp of cattail, (Typha sp.), wheat grains and fruits of the jigdä. According to him, the Loptuq com-
munity traditionally used jigdä to season their fish soup.

It  appears  as  if  the  fruit  was  especially  plentiful  in  summer.  In  the  Russian  linguist  Nikolai
Katanov’s reports from the western parts of Eastern Turkestan, it is noted that among the Lop people,
each adult would pick an average of 10–20 bags of these berries in summer (Katanov & Menges 1933:
59). According to one of Katanov’s informants in Turpan in the 1890s, the berries were prepared in a
kind of soup. Other usages of the fruit included making alcoholic beverages. According to a contem-
porary Uyghur source, the  qagha jigde ‘crow oleaster is used for producing a type of liquor  (Turdi
2013: 25). Schwarz (1992: 326) translates this as qagha jigde ‘wild oleaster’. Abdukérim Turdi (2013:
25) writes: “qagha jigde haraq ichitish ichimlik teyyarlash” ‘[a type of] spirit is prepared from the
crow-oleaster.’

The oleaster has also been used for producing other types of beverages. According to a report
from Kashgar, the locals produced a type of alcoholic beverage from jigdä berries (Jarring 1993: 13); a
use also identified in other areas of Central Asia (Svanberg 1987). The high concentration of sugar in
the fruit may have made it appropriate for fermentation. According to an Uzbek source, “The oleaster
fruit consists of [a proportion of] 40–65% sugar, 12% fiber, 11% C vitamin C and up to 11% protein”
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(Madraximov 1990: 52). Similarly, also contemporary Uyghur sources provide information about the
nutritional value of the plant. Although there is mention of the jigdä for preparing fruit juice, the ar-
ticle does not however specify anything about alcohol.

Jigde terkibide qent,  aqsil,  tannin,  witamin,  kalitsiy bolup,  bedenni ozuqluq qimmiti  bilen temin
étidu.  Ejdatlirimiz uzaq esirlik ishlepchiqirish jeryanida jigde méwisini  öz péti  yep,  umachqa we
bashqa xalighan ashlargha sélip  istimal  qilip  kelgen.  Hazirmu yerlik  xelqler  “jigde  sherbiti”  tey-
yarlap istimal qilmaqta. (Turdi 2013: 26)
[Transl.:]  Jigde contains sugar, myo-protein, tannins, vitamins, calcium and ensures the body is
provided with important nutrients. Through the course of history, our ancestors have made use
of the oleaster fruit for their own food. It has been added to porridge or other types of food and
eaten. Also today, the local population makes use of jigde in the preparation of fruit juice.

A relatively recent phytochemical study of the fruits of  E, angustifolia from Russia proved the
presence of polysaccharides, flavonoids, coumarins, phenolcarboxylic acids, amino acids, saponins,
carotenoids, vitamins, and tannins (Abizov et al. 2008).

10 For fuel and other purposes
Besides its nutritional properties, the jigdä was also used as fuel (Montell 1938: 204). The missionary
John Törnquist writes:

Finally, the jigdä provides a good [burning] fuel. Its relationship to poplar and willow is comparative to
how the Swedish birch wood relates to spruce. (Törnquist 1926: 161)

Another usage of the wood reported from contemporary sources is for grape cultivation. The
grape farmers in Turpan, for example, use the many small branches of dried oleaster trees as tiken
chaqqa, a hanger onto which grapes are hung (Yakup 2005: 163).

The extremely varied usages of the plant are quite extraordinary. Besides being used as a snack
when out traveling, historical material informs us that the jigdä was also a product used for adulter-
ating drugs. In a British trade manual dealing with the various products of trade in Leh (in Ladakh)
during the years 1867 to 1872, we learn that the Turkestani merchants, that is, the ones who came
from Yarkand, would commonly carry the jigdä fruit with them to eat on their journeys (Aitchison
1874: 106). An interesting passage in the report records a trade product commonly known as charras,
which is actually näšä ‘hashish’ in Eastern Turki (cf. Jarring 1993: 13 n. 23). For more information on
drugs  in  the  area,  see  Jarring  1993. In  the report  this  is  described  as  the  “resin  obtained  from
Cannabis sativa” (Aitchison 1874: 51). Apparently, the travelers would use the covering of the jigdä to
adulterate the drug (and supposedly increase profit). According to Aitchison’s report (1874: 121), the
cultivation of kändir ‘hemp’ had become prohibited in Eastern Turkestan. This had not stopped peo-
ple from growing it, however. Instead, people would plant it together with other crops to minimize
the risk of being caught violating the regulations imposed by the authorities. Notwithstanding, it ap-
pears that the trade in charras from Yarkand to Leh was quite extensive and amounted annually to
9,134  maunds, with a total  value of 4,32,368 Rs.  (Aitchison 1874:  51–52).  According to an online
source, a maund is “a unit of weight in India and other parts of Asia, varying greatly according to lo-
cality: in India, from about 25 to 82.286 pounds (11 to 37.4 kilograms – the latter being the govern-
ment maund)” (www.dictionary.com/browse/maund, accessed 30 August 2020).

The extract or charras in Turki is called Nasha, the best is produced from the flower of the plant. The pro-
duce of each farm is but little, and is put up in the shape of small balls. These balls are collected from the
several farms by middle-men. [The best charras in the original ball, the inferior kinds made up into bundles
or parcels called Pai [= according to Aitchison 1874: 186, a Ladakh trade term for a parcel that forms half a
horse load], being largely adulterated, chiefly with the mealy covering of the seed of the wild and cultivated
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Eleaegnus, called there Jigdah. The very finest charras is produced at Karmak, near Yang Hissar. This all goes
in the shape of balls to Bukhara and Kokan. It is also produced at Postgraum [perhaps Posk/Zepu] and
Kurgilik [probably referring to the town Kargilik/Yasheng] the last place possesses the worst reputation for
the quality of its charras as well as for its adulteration. None of the really good quality ever comes to Leh.
What I have seen of it was considered by traders as but third rate. From their description of what good char-
ras is, and from what I myself saw, I can well understand it to be a solid oily clay-like mass of a dark green-
ish brown tint, with a strong pungent, aromatic odour of an unpleasant nature, which when broken has
much the appearance of the fracture of good oilcake. (Aitchison 1874: 51–52)

11 Cosmetics
The jigdä has also been used for cosmetic purposes, especially in haircare (Törnquist 1926: 116). Re -
garding long hair,  Bellér-Hann (2015:  185)  writes  that,  according to  ideals  in  Uyghur society,  “a
Uyghur woman should grow her hair as long as possible. Long hair symbolizing femininity is tradi-
tionally associated with good luck. In the past women often used artificial or natural extensions to
make their hair look longer”. This remark is verified in Swedish missionary sources from the region.

The hair [of women] is worn in long braids, the more they are the more beautiful! Therefore, the [hair
of] the yak tail is usually used to join onto the woman’s own hair, where it is considered to be insuffi-
cient [with regard to length]. In order to keep the hair shiny and smooth when combing and braiding,
it is prepared or glued with resin from the [jigdä] ‘oleaster tree’. An old beggar, who for some time had
paid attention to one of our female missionaries’ >>ugly<< curly hair, felt such pity for her that one
fine day he came along with a handful of such resin which he presented to her as a gift. (Törnquist
1926: 116)

Törnquist’s remarks about beauty ideals in the early 20th century can be juxtaposed with more
recent observations. In an article on hair-braiding in Uyghur culture, Gülzade Tanridağlı provides an
interesting description of different methods that Uyghur women employ for taking care of their hair.
According to her, most of the products used for this are extracted from plants and have been devel-
oped during centuries. The products are used for both nourishing as well as coloring the hair. One
method is to use the oil from roasted peach kernels as a type of ointment commonly referred to as
yaghlaqar, which is believed to increase and stimulate hair growth (Tanridağlı 2000). According to
Tanridağlı, the word  yaghlaqar is also pronounced as  yaghliqar in Uyghur spoken language. How-
ever, the word yaghliqara also appears in recent Uyghur language publications such as Miras Zhurnili
(Zeydin 2012: 62–64). Tanridağlı explains that she has always used the name yaghlaqar and suggests
that the word yaghliqara reflects more recent language developments (Personal information provided
by Gülzade Tanridağlı in 2020).

Another usage of the ointment in question is to apply it onto the eyebrows. It is believed that if
one applies this onto female infants’ hair and eyebrows, their hair will become black when growing
up. Other products are used as well. One of these is a gel-like ointment called yilim, which is excreted
from the oleaster tree during autumn. The gel, or actually liquid, is scraped from the inner cracks of
the bark of the oleaster tree and is widely used by Uyghur women as hair nourishment and cream. It
is also used for grooming braided hair. Among the Uyghurs, it is not uncommon that the hair is
grown as long as to reach the hips. Thus, in order to maintain and braid the long hair and to prevent
it  from breaking,  yilim is widely utilized (Tanridağlı  2000).  Compare with Oqya (2019: 506) who
writes about jigde yilimi.

Regarding long hair, Bellér-Hann (2015: 185) writes that according to ideals in Uyghur society “a
Uyghur woman should grow her hair as long as possible. Long hair symbolizing femininity is tradi-
tionally associated with good luck. In the past, women often used artificial or natural extensions to
make their hair look longer”.
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12 Medicinal purposes
Besides being a source of food, fuel and cosmetics, the plant has traditionally been utilized for medi-
cal  purposes (Nazir et al. 2020). The flowers of  Elaeagnus have, for example, been used in treating
asthma; chest pain and lack of sexual desire (see Lu et al. 2017). In contemporary Uyghur literature as
well as in Eastern Turki manuscript sources, the medical properties of the jigdä are applied to a wide
range of treatments.

We will first provide a few examples from Eastern Turki manuscripts – texts that were compiled
in southern Kashgaria in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This will be followed by a
discussion  of  the  medical  usages  of  the  plants  as  reflected  in  contemporary  usage  among  the
Uyghurs.

Historical material such as Eastern Turki manuscript sources reveal that in Eastern Turkestan the
jigdä was employed in a number of medical prescriptions against a number of ailments. In many
ways, the product was used for similar reasons as in contemporary Uyghur medicine, such as for
treating rheumatism, urinary problems, and digestive disorders. Likewise,  the manuscript sources
correspond to modern Uyghur medical theories based on humoral theory. For example, as in contem-
porary Uyghur sources, the  jigdä was considered to have a dry-cold temperament suitable for pa-
tients with a hot temperament.

Jigdä was, for example, considered useful in treating eye disease and rheumatism (Prov 283: 22a:
11-12). In the late nineteenth century, it was common medical knowledge that the oleaster was bene-
ficial for treating ‘white’  rheumatism. Unfortunately, the sources do not provide any information
about how to prepare the medicament or which sort of oleaster was used for this purpose (Prov 283:
39a: 18).

For example, if a person had eaten too much ‘hot food’ resulting in stomach ache, it was recom-
mended to consume  yemiš jigdäsi ‘sweet oleaster’ in the form of a sherbet. (Prov 283: 14b: 3-4; cf.
Prov 283: 52b: 15-16). For colic, it was recommended that one should make dough from flour from a
worm-eaten tree, flour from the oleaster tree and sheep’s tail fat and then daub it onto the afflicted
place (Prov 283: 42a: 9-10).

Oleaster was also employed in the treatment of secretion from the womb (it is difficult to assess,
however, whether the secretion is due to venereal disease or urinary problems). The treatment was to
burn oleaster leaves together with goat droppings, mix the two ingredients, and apply the mixture
onto the afflicted place (Prov 283: 59b: 13–14; cf. Prov 351. 35b: 8-10).

Regarding contemporary practice,  we can observe that  even today,  jigdä is  widely  used as  a
medicament among the Uyghurs. An article written by the Uyghur scholar Abdukérim Turdi informs
us that among locally applied medical theories, the oleaster is classified as having a cold nature highly
suitable for people with a hot temperament, thus corresponding to the aforementioned classification
in the Eastern Turki manuscript sources (Turdi 2013: 26). In short, the tree is commonly used for peo-
ple suffering from illnesses believed to stem from a hot temperament, such as a cough as well as
other illnesses. Among its properties, we find that the plant is considered to have anti-diarrheal and
diuretic effects. It is also believed to be suitable for improving the quality of the sperm and blood.
Turdi writes:

Jigde derixi miwisining tebi’iti quruq soghuq bolup, töwendikiche shipaliq roligha ige. Ich sürüshni toxti -
tish, meniy tormuzlash, qan tazilash, bedenni quwwetlesh, xushallandurush, nérwini ténchlandurush, yel
tarqitish, süydük heydesh qatarliq shipaliq qimmiti bar bolup, issiqtin bolghan yötel, beden ajizliqidin
bolghan (qusush) ichi  sürüsh,  köz qarangghulishish,  süydük témip qélish qatarliqlargha shipa bolidu.
Jigde issiq mijezlik kishige yaqidu.
The natural temperament of the  jigde tree is dry-cold. Here follows its role within medicine. It
has a number of valuable medical properties such as stopping diarrhea, improves the quality of
the semen, cleanses the blood, strengthens the body, increases well-being, calms the nerves, re -
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moves gas in the stomach, and is a diuretic. In addition, it is used as medicine for illnesses such
as cough stemming from hot temperament, vomiting and diarrhea due to a feeble body, depres -
sion and dizziness as well as problems with dripping urine (incontinence).  Jigde is suitable for
people with a hot mijez ‘temperament’. (Turdi 2013: 26)

While the  jigdä tree is generally described as possessing a cold-dry temperament, it should be
noted that its flowers have been assigned a hot-dry temperament. The flowers are considered to have
a number of healing properties, such as providing strength to the brain and as protection against in-
fectious disease. The flowers are also used for curing a variety of medical conditions such as stomach
ache, problems with the digestive organs, the kidneys, the spleen and the lungs and for treating
breathing problems. According to the source at hand, it is also used in the treatment of malaria. The
Uyghurs also use the flowers as an aphrodisiac since it is considered to stimulate the production of
semen and increase potency. Turdi writes:

Jigde chéchikining tebi’iti quruq issiq. U ademning méngisini quwwetlesh, meniyni qozghash, yuqumluq
késelliklerdin mudapielinish, her xil  ménge kiselliklirige, kökrek aghriqigha, dem siqilishqa, öpke jara-
hetlirige, ashqazan, bahni quwwetleshke, jiger, tal tosalghulirini échishqa, bezgek késilige, talning buzul-
ishigha shipa bolidu.
The temper of the jigde flower is dry and hot. It increases the strength of the semen, improves the func-
tion of the brain and prevents contagious disease. It is useful against any sort of brain disorder, stom-
ach ache, breathing problems, and lung and bowel problems. It also stimulates sexual appetite. [In addi-
tion], it cures kidney and spleen disease and malaria as well as a broken spleen. (Turdi 2013: 26)

13 Healing Rituals
In addition to being used as an active medical ingredient,  jigdä has also been used alongside other
plants as an integral element in the paraphernalia of various healing ceremonies in the region. The
following quote by Bellér-Hann (2008:406–407) describes a healing ceremony performed by a baxshi,
a local healer in Eastern Turkestan (cf. Jarring 1961) during the early 1900s, see Fig. 5.

In a bowl, seven types of dried fruits, including dried apricots, oleaster, raisin, were placed. The healer
took small amounts of the fruit in his hands and, praying and blowing on the patient, touched various
parts of the patient’s body with them, starting at the head and finishing at the feet. Then he transferred
the fruit into another bowl. When the fruit was all used up this way, the healer recited prayers over a
dagger and, having blown over it, started touching the patient’s various body parts with it. Then he
started rubbing the dagger against the chicken to transfer the patient’s illness and continued until the
prayer was over. After this, the spectators amused themselves, dancing and reciting poetry, by the time
the ritual was finished, dawn was breaking. Early in the morning, people said, ‘We have scattered the
päri, and preparations were made for the completion of the ritual. Two dolls, male and female, were
made, and a bowl was filled with sweet things, usually the squeezed juice of the oleaster fruit, which
was called fresh sherbet. Using a chipped spoon, it was ladled into the bowl containing the dried fruit,
over which prayers had been recited. This was taken to a junction of three roads with incense and a
handful of reed, and upon arrival the reed was lit. The pot was held in front of the patient, who had to
promised not to commit sins. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 406–407)

14 The benefits of rose sugar
Gülqent ‘rose sugar’ is yet another product used by the Uyghurs. One variety is made from oleaster
flowers. As a Uyghur article explains, it is commonly used for treating chronical illnesses such as
rheumatism but also  ailments such as  wounds and “back and kidney problems among men and
women, when the belly is weak due to cold (mijez ‘temperament’) and when potency (sexual interest)
is weak.”
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According to Turdi (2013: 26) the jigde flowers are both consumed and used externally. For treat-
ing wounds, for example, it is recommendable to pound the flowers in a mortar into a sort of flour
from which a dough is prepared. After this, the paste is applied onto muscles affected by rheumatism,
for example. Application of boiled jigde flowers is not limited to rheumatism, but the method is also
used for increasing the growth of hair. Besides the flowers, the flower seeds have a particular usage.
They are roasted and applied to exterior wounds so that they may heal quickly.

Jigde gülini soqup, xémir qilip jarahetlerge téngish yaki qaynitip mupasil, sozulup ketken peylerni yagh-
lashqa paydiliq. U yene chachni östüridu. Jigde chichiki gülqentining er-ayallardiki bel-börek, baliyatqu,
ashqazan sowup ajizlashqan, shehwet(jinsiy hewes) suslashqa menpe’iti  alahide yaxshi. Jigde chichiki
gülqenti tépilmighan ehwalda ishenchlik jigde chichiki hesilimu bolidu. Hesel choqum könekte yaxshi
pishqan, héchqandaq arilashma bolmighan ishenchlik hesel bolishi kérek.
Pound the jigde flowers and make flour powder from them. Then make a dough with the powders
or boil the jigde flowers. It is beneficial to put this on a wound with a bandage or boil [the flow-
ers] and smear it onto feeble muscles affected by rheumatism. It also makes the hair grow. The
benefits of  gülqent (rose sugar) from the  jigde is especially good for back and kidney problems
among men and women, when the belly is weak due to cold (temper) and when potency (sexual
interest) is weak. When one cannot find gülqent, the honey from the reliable jigde flower works
[as well]. It is necessary that the honey used for this purpose certainly comes from natural bee
hives and is not mixed (with other artificial products). (Turdi 2013: 26)

This can be compared with the description in Jarring, which although not dealing with gülqent
from the  jigdä,  explains the process of producing it while also highlighting how different varieties
have existed, such as the one made from mint referred to in the text:
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Figure 5: Frank N. Meyer with an oleaster tree near Guma in Chinese Turkestan, 16 November 1910 (Photo: Frank N. 
Meyer, Arnold Collection, Hollis, Harvard University)
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After having made sugar consistent, they make rose petal candy from red roses. If they intend to make
rose petal candy from red roses, they select red roses, crush the roses, cut out the white thing in the
rose petals and throw them away, put consistent sugar on the top, close the opening of a jug and keep
it in hot sunshine for one month. ‘Then it became ready’, they say and eat it. The red rose petal candy
is held in high esteem in Yarkand and Khotan. And furthermore they prepare mint gu̇lqɛnd and give it
to people with stomach pain. (Jarring 1998: 33–34)

From the above examples, we have seen that products obtained from the oleaster are widely used
in traditional medicine in the region. However, the usage for medical purposes is not limited to East -
ern Turkestan. The jigdä is also mentioned in the local medical literature of other parts of Central
Asia such as Uzbekistan. In a book called Ibn Sino, shifobaxsh ösimliklar haqida, i.e. ‘Ibn Sina [= Avi-
cenna], about medical herbs’ the following information is obtained.

It stops any kind of excretion. For reversing [diarrhea] and [obtaining] astringent [effect], its strength
is much stronger than hawthorn. It is beneficial against wind due to heat. It stops vomiting. It is very
beneficial against urination. It is beneficial against intestinal edema due to yellow bile. The oleaster
fruit  stops the intestines.  […][Moreover,  in] folk medicine,  the  oleaster fruit  or its brew/tincture is
[commonly] used against diarrhea occurring among children, for respiratory disease and for stomach
and intestinal disease. It is also widely used in scientific medicine. (Madraximov 1990: 51–52)

15 Beliefs connected with the jigdä
Besides its utilitarian purpose, many beliefs and customs and even taboos are associated with trees. It
is not unusual in Eurasian folk botany that some scrubs and trees are regarded as sacred or even dan-
gerous (Tillhagen 1995 28–59, 118; Svanberg 2011: 103; Vickery 1995:118–119). Similar notions also
appear in Eastern Turkestan.

In  the  Swedish  missionary  Gottfrid  Palmberg’s  article  “Helgongravar  i  Ost-Turkestan”  (1915)
translated by Gunnar Jarring, we see that danger was associated with the snapping off or cutting
down of trees at mazars, i.e. ‘Muslim pilgrimage shrines’: “At the shrines there usually are very big
trees which must not be injured but left to live until they die by decay. It is said, that once when a
branch of such a tree was broken off during a storm a cry of pain was heard from the tree and blood
began dripping from the place where the branch had been broken off” (Jarring 1979: 16).

Similar reverence is shown towards the jigdä tree among the contemporary Uyghurs. According
to the Uyghur scholar Abdukerim Turdi, a number of customary prescriptions surround the  tree. It is,
for example, not acceptable to relieve oneself or bury human or animal excrement or the corpses of
cats and donkeys under an oleaster. Moreover, according to local customary practice it is not permit-
ted to place animal pens under the tree or to tie animals such as dogs and donkeys, mules or horses
to the tree trunk of the sweet oleaster. Not even hens and chickens are allowed to sit on the branches,
and if they do they are scared away. The Uyghurs value the oleaster highly, in particular the sweet
oleaster which is planted in courtyards and gardens. According to Abdukerim Turdi (2013: 24), the
Uyghurs keep the area surrounding the yemish jigde ‘sweet oleaster’ as clean as one’s own home.

16 Final remarks
Elaeagnus  angustifolia has  obviously  played  an  important  role  in  several  biocultural  domains
developed in the context of the local population’s activities. It may very well qualify as a keystone
species for them (Platten & Henfrey 2009). Another important aspect are the ecosystem services that
trees provide for the local oasis farmers. The trees’ contribution to food production and livelihoods is
essential. The contribution of trees to food production and livelihoods remains limited, claims Reed et
al  (2017).  We  can  state  that  the  jigdä provided  many  and  varied  ecosystem services,  including
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provisional  (food,  energy,  raw  materials,  ornamental,  healing),  regulating  (prevent  erosion)  and
cultural (language expressions, toponyms, cognitive aspects).

In this article, we have provided a few glimpses of the multiple utilizations and the importance of
the Elaeagnus angustifolia for the local oasis farmers in Eastern Turkestan. As demonstrated, the tree
has played a vital economic, social and cultural role in Eastern Turkestani society for generations .
The oleaster may be a small tree, but it is a sturdy one. As described in the text, it was used in nearly
all aspects of day-to-day-life as food for humans and animals,  fuel,  medicine and cosmetics.  The
cultivation and usage of  jigdä-trees also fulfilled an important role in preventing land erosion and
salination of farmlands. However, while acknowledging the many practical usages of the different
varieties of the plant, its importance goes beyond those. Just as much as the mountains and desert
sands are commonly associated with the geography of Eastern Turkestan, so are its fruits, trees, and
life-providing irrigation streams cutting through the oasis-towns of the region. In that geography, the
jigdä has occupied an important utilitarian role as a product used for various purposes. However, in
this paper, we have not only been concerned with studying the practical usages of this plant. Its
socio-cultural importance, for example, is attested by the many names we have come across.

The abundance of names for denoting the tree says something about the cultural landscape of
Eastern Turkestan and provides important clues for contextualizing various aspects of the region’s
cultural history. Similarly, the utilization of the oleaster tree as a shared theme in oral literature such
as proverbs and poetry attests to its importance in defining the collective memory of the Uyghurs
today.

By studying the usage and conceptualizations of the flora and fauna of a society, it is possible to
increase the scope of enquiry and find new insights into how ‘ordinary’ people have perceived and
made use of their  specific environment.  From that perspective,  the study of  a sturdy little  fruit-
bearing  tree  in  Eastern  Turkestan  may  have  more  importance  than  appears  at  first  sight.  For
ethnobiologists, it is therefore important to keep a holistic perspective on the importance of plants
for human beings. If we want to understand the role of plants in human existence, we cannot be
satisfied  with  just  examining  utility  aspects,  but  must  collect  data  on  cognitive  and  linguistic
dimensions of plants and on the importance of the landscape in a specific sociocultural context. In
this way we will  also understand more fully the various ecosystem services provided by various
species.
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Appendix
A few examples of the therapeutic use of jigdä in the Eastern Turki medical manuscript sources:

1. Prov 283. 14b1-2
ägär kiši issiğ ṭaʿām yeb qosaq ağrisa yemiš jigdäsini qaynatib šarbat qilib bärsä ṣiḥḥat bolur.
When a person eats hot food and his/her stomach aches, one should boil sweet oleaster, make a 
sherbet [from it] and give it [to the patient]. Then he/she will get well.

2. Prov 283. 42a9-10
ägär kišigä sančiq tursa qurut yegän sögütniŋ uni jigdä yiğačiniŋ uni quyryq yağ birlä ḫämir qilib 
yaqsa ṣiḥḥat bolur
If someone has colic and prepares a dough made from flour of a worm-eaten willow tree, flour 
from the oleaster tree, and sheep’s tail fat, and [then] daubs it [onto the afflicted place], he/she 
will become well.

3. Prov 283. 52b15-16
ägär kišiniŋ qosaqi issiğ ṭaʿāmdin ağrisa jigdäni qaynatib bärsä ṣiḥḥat bolur
When a person’s stomach hurts due to [eating] hot food, he/she should boil oleaster and give it 
[to the patient]. Then he/she will get well.
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4. Prov 283. 59b13-14; cf. Prov 351. 35b: 8-10
ägär maẓlumlarniŋ baččä danäsidin su kälür bolsa jigdä yafraği birlä äčküniŋ mayaqi birlä köy-
dürüb külini ališturub andāminiŋ tübigä tiqib qoysa su kälmäsün

If discharge comes from a woman’s womb, one should take oleaster leaves and goat excrements, 
burn them, mix them altogether and put the ashes underneath the limbs. Then discharge will not 
come.
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